Deep-sea predator niche segregation revealed by combined cetacean biologging and eDNA analysis of cephalopod prey
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Fundamental insight on predator-prey dynamics in the deep sea is hampered by a lack of combined data on hunting behavior and prey spectra. Deep-sea niche segregation may evolve when predators target specific prey communities, but this hypothesis remains untested. We combined environmental DNA (eDNA) metabarcoding with biologging to assess cephalopod community composition in the deep-sea foraging habitat of two top predator cetaceans. Risso’s dolphin and Cuvier’s beaked whale selectively targeted distinct epi/meso- and bathypelagic foraging zones, holding eDNA of 39 cephalopod taxa, including 22 known prey. Contrary to expectation, extensive taxonomic overlap in prey spectra between foraging zones indicated that predator niche segregation was not driven by prey community composition alone. Instead, intraspecific prey spectrum differences may drive differentiation for hunting fewer, more calorific, mature cephalopods in deeper waters. The novel combination of methods presented here holds great promise to disclose elusive deep-sea predator-prey systems, aiding in their protection.

INTRODUCTION

The pelagic deep sea is the largest and least explored habitat on the planet, harboring a large and unexplored biodiversity (1, 2). Cumulative impacts of climate change and industrial exploitation impose increasing pressure on deep-sea systems, challenging marine ecosystem health and services at a global scale (1, 3). While key to our understanding of food web dynamics, interactions between elusive and sometimes giant deep-sea predators and prey occur outside of the range of human observations and remain virtually unknown, limiting effective conservation (3). Advanced on-animal recorders have revealed extensive use of meso- and bathypelagic waters as foraging grounds by multiple species of cetaceans with diverse, often cephalopod-dominated diets (4–7). As top predators, cetaceans are essential in maintaining marine diversity and ecosystem functioning (8). Their exploitation of the deep sea may have extensive effects on deep-sea prey populations and food webs and constitutes direct ecological linkage between deep and shallow ocean systems.

Despite its apparent homogeneity, the pelagic deep sea hosts a myriad of foraging niches (9). As air-breathing marine predators, cetaceans have evolved a suite of specialized morphological and physiological traits, enabling extreme diving and localization and capture of deep-sea prey (10, 11). Optimal foraging theory predicts that these traits and associated behavioral strategies evolve toward maximization of foraging performance (i.e., net energetic gain) (12). In contrast to their terrestrial counterparts, cetaceans predators face a trade-off between selective forces arising from the dependency on air at the surface and prey at depth. Their hunting strategy on remote deep-sea prey puts stringent pressure on the need for efficient foraging, balancing oxygen use (i.e., from modulation of dive depth, duration, and movement energetics) with energetic return [calorific intake per dive (13)]. Hence, in line with their specialized adaptations, deep-diving cetaceans may optimize foraging performance by selective targeting of distinct foraging zones that hold specific prey communities.

Despite the high global biomass and pivotal role of cephalopods in oceanic food webs, knowledge on deep-sea cephalopod community composition is still very limited (14). Many cephalopod species have never been observed alive in their habitat or captured as adults [e.g., (14, 15)]. Cetacean cephalopod prey spectra can be assessed using nets, stomach content analysis, or optical methods (16). Two issues associated with physical and optical sampling of cephalopod diversity are avoidance behavior and patchiness, resulting in sampling bias toward less mobile and more abundant specimens (17). Alternative methods are needed for an efficient and complete assessment of regional cephalopod biodiversity. Environmental DNA (eDNA) metabarcoding enables the detection of species on the basis of genetic material (e.g., mucus and feces) that they release in their environment (18). eDNA has been successfully used to reconstruct the horizontal distribution, diversity and migration of open-ocean nektom (19, 20). Yet, to the best of our knowledge, it has not been used to investigate cephalopod biodiversity in the deep sea.

We investigated the foraging zones and prey spectra in the habitats of two co-occurring, deep-diving cetaceans, Risso’s dolphin (Grampus griseus) and Cuvier’s beaked whale (Ziphius cavirostris), representing two distinct deep-sea foraging strategies, targeting epi/meso- and bathypelagic waters, respectively (4, 6). Stomach content analyses of both species, based on relatively few specimens, show diverse, partially overlapping diets dominated by oceanic deep-sea squids (7). Risso’s dolphins belong to a group of deep-diving cetaceans foraging at depths between the surface and around 800 m (6).
Individuals can actively switch between mesopelagic and near-surface foraging, targeting often dynamic prey patches or scattering layers (6, 21).

Beaked whales (Ziphiidae), along with members of the sperm whale family, are the deepest diving cetaceans, routinely foraging at depths beyond 1000 m. Cuvier’s beaked whale holds the current world record for extreme diving, at depths to 2992 m during dives that may exceed 2 hours (4, 22). Prey search is not initiated until several hundreds of meters deep (4) and may continue to the bathyal seafloor (23), but zones of prey capture within this foraging habitat spanning several kilometers have rarely been reported [only in (4)]. Cetacean foraging depth is often inferred from maximum diving depth. Characterization of target prey layers, however, requires assessment of the target foraging zone, which may vary between dives as a function of dynamic variation in the presence of prey [e.g., (21)].

Whereas we expect prey community composition to be a main driver of observed niche segregation in deep-sea predators, methodological challenges associated with sampling cetacean foraging zones in the extreme deep-sea environment have thus far prevented rigorous testing of this hypothesis in the field. Here, we pioneer a combination of methods that enabled matching of prey community composition with deep-sea predator foraging behavior. We combined cephalopod eDNA analysis with biologging of cetacean diving and acoustic behavior and hypothesize that, to efficiently capitalize on nonuniformly distributed deep-sea prey, (i) cetacean predators target discrete foraging zones that (ii) hold specific prey spectra.

RESULTS
Deep-sea foraging niche segregation
Risso’s dolphins and Cuvier’s beaked whales targeted distinct foraging zones that were spatially segregated in both horizontal and vertical space (Figs. 1 to 4). Risso’s dolphin foraging habitat off Terceira Island (Azores) was situated along a narrow zone over the island slope, at a mean (SD) distance of 3.1 (1.6) km from shore (range, 0.7 to 13.0 km; n = 134 groups, 455 foraging dive observations) and mean bottom depth of 811 (203) m (range, 81 to 1261 m). Cuvier’s beaked whale foraging habitat was located offshore [mean (SD) = 8.8 (3.3) km; range, 4.1 to 21.9 km; n = 47 groups, 148 observations], over deep waters of the bathyal seafloor [bottom depth, 1411 (186) m; Fig. 2 and fig. S1].

Risso’s dolphin mesopelagic (MESO) and shallow (SH) foraging dive types [mean maximum (SD) depth, 508 (52) and 204 (81) m, respectively], as recorded from eight noninvasive, dive and acoustic recording tags [Dtags ((24)], characterized two foraging zones (Figs. 3 and 4 and tables S1 and S2). Foraging effort during dives was determined from echolocation vocalizations (bubbles; n = 1188 in 145 dives). Depth distribution of bubbles indicated that individuals performed prey capture attempts between depths of 12 and 623 m. Mesopelagic dives targeted prey across a wide zone (66 to 623 m; within-dive foraging depth SD = 126 m) with main effort in the mesopelagic, between 450 and 570 m. Shallow dives targeted a relatively narrow near-surface zone with main effort between 130 and 250 m (within-dive foraging depth SD = 60 m; Figs. 3 and 4).

Cuvier’s beaked whale foraging zone was deeper, between 911 and 1782 m [n = 8 tag records and n = 60 dives; 2068 bubbles; mean diving depth (SD) = 1420 (255) m; Figs. 3 and 4 and table S1]. Individuals performed three foraging dive types, based on maximum dive depth and width of the within-dive foraging zone (table S2). Dive type I, deep layer-restricted (DLR; n = 12), were relatively shallow dives [mean diving depth (SD) = 1042 (66) m], with layer-restricted foraging [within-dive foraging depth SD = 37 (11) m]. Foraging occurred in a narrow-depth zone around the meso-bathypelagic boundary (850 to 1050 m; Figs. 3 and 4). Deep layer-restricted dives were typically pelagic, with 70% of dives remaining at least 450 m above the seafloor. In contrast, dive types II and III showed foraging across a wide depth zone [within-dive foraging depth SD (SD): type II, 113 (42) and type III, 203 (37) m], into the bathypelagic [mean diving depth (SD): type II, 1299 (148) and type III, 1609 (109) m]. Type II represented an intermediate strategy, comparable to type III but over shallower bottom depths (bottom depth restricts both maximum dive depth and potential width of the foraging zone). These types were therefore merged into one dive category: deep-wide (DW; n = 48). Deep-wide dives reached the seafloor (38%), near-bottom waters within 200 m above the seafloor [31%; mean (SD) = 132 (47) m] or remained pelagic [31%; mean (SD) = 317 (72) m]. Deep-wide foraging occurred in pelagic, near-bottom, and bottom habitats, with main effort between 800 and 1700 m (Figs. 3 and 4). In all dives to the bottom, individuals performed foraging buzzes and thus prey capture attempts, up to and after reaching the seafloor.

Cephalopod diversity and zonation identified from eDNA
To sample prey spectra of the two deep-sea predators, we performed CTD (conductivity, temperature, depth) casts at the locations of known foraging habitat of Risso’s dolphin (n = 4) and Cuvier’s beaked whale (n = 2; Figs. 1 and 2). eDNA sampling was conducted at 50- to 300-m intervals between the surface and the mesopelagic or bathyal seafloor at six stations (45 sampling records; 50 to 1600 m; table S3). This enabled the reconstruction of cephalopod community composition spanning the water column (Figs. 4 and 5). Analysis of the resulting nuclear 18S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and mitochondrial 16S rRNA gene sequences revealed 39 cephalopod taxa, representing 17 families. Most taxa (79%) could

Deep-sea predator-prey dynamics

Whereas the predators displayed strict niche segregation, prey spectra in both foraging zones could provide ample foraging opportunity for either predator (Figs. 4 and 5). Known prey species of both predators were present from near-surface to the deep sea, with overlapping prey spectra recorded across the foraging zones. Presence of suitable prey in the foraging zones was confirmed by consistent, ample recordings of prey capture attempts during foraging dives. On average, Cuvier’s beaked whale performed 30 and 34 prey capture attempts per hour of foraging effort in deep layer-restricted and deep-wide dives. Risso’s dolphin rate of prey capture attempt was higher, with a mean of 41 and 51 buzzes per hour in shallow and mesopelagic dives.

The literature review showed that both cetacean species have diverse diets (31 and 36 cephalopod taxa reported from the North Atlantic and Mediterranean Sea for Risso’s dolphin and Cuvier’s beaked whale, respectively; tables S5 and S6) that vary between geographic locations, in terms of detected prey species and their importance in the diet. However, most cephalopod families are consistently preyed upon, and diet shows a considerable degree of taxonomic overlap between areas (table S5). Both habitats in our study area held a diverse prey community for the cetacean predators, harboring 83% (10 of 12) and 47% (8 of 17) of prey families recorded in Risso’s dolphin and Cuvier’s beaked whale diet, respectively (Fig. 5 and table S4). In total, 46% of taxa recorded by eDNA in the cetacean foraging zones represented known prey [13 of 28 for Risso’s dolphin (46%) and 9 of 20 for Cuvier’s beaked whale (45%)]. The most commonly detected families—Enoploteuthidae, Histiotethidae, Pyroteuthidae, and Cranchiidae—include main dietary components of Risso’s dolphin (Histiotethidae) and Cuvier’s beaked whale (Histiotethidae and Cranchiidae; tables S5 and S6). Accordingly, eDNA of main prey species was detected at high frequency [e.g., H. reversa (33% of sampling records) and Heteroteuthis sp./Heteroteuthis dispar (22%/22%) for Risso’s dolphin and Cranchiidae (two species; 40%) and Histiotethidae sp./H. reversa (20%/33%) for Cuvier’s beaked whale; Fig. 5 and table S4). Thus, combined overlap in diet (Risso’s dolphin, 13 of 31; Cuvier’s beaked whale, 13 of 36 shared known prey taxa; Fig. 5) and prey spectra (Risso’s dolphin prey in Cuvier’s beaked whale habitat, 35% of taxa; Cuvier’s beaked whale prey in Risso’s dolphin habitat, 50% of taxa) resulted in the presence of potentially suitable prey for either predator across the discrete foraging zones.

DISCUSSION

Whereas terrestrial foraging niches are often delineated by structural components, such as the different parts of a tree, habitat structuring in the open ocean is governed by gradients in environmental and
oceanographic conditions, including light, pressure, and nutrient and oxygen availability (26). We demonstrate that the resulting zonation and prey distribution can offer specialized foraging niches for mammalian deep-sea predators. We present the first reconstruction of cephalopod communities in the three dimensions of the pelagic environment, using eDNA analysis. Matched with high-resolution data on cetacean foraging behavior, this enabled examination of the relation between the fine-scale distribution of cephalopod prey and top predator foraging zones. Confirming our first hypothesis, the two co-occurring cetaceans exploited entirely discrete deep-sea foraging niches. Their target zones held diverse, overlapping cephalopod species communities, largely composed of known preferred prey. Contrary to expectation, cephalopod community composition alone did not fully explain the strict niche segregation observed between the two deep-sea predators. Instead, cephalopod life history patterns, and the observation of lower prey capture rates by the predator foraging at the largest depths, support an alternative hypothesis. Through the process of ontogenetic migration, performed by several of the most frequently detected cephalopods in the foraging zones, deeper waters may contain larger, more calorific individuals of the same prey (27). Hence cetacean top predators may forage on similar species, but differentiate by targeting individuals of different size and maturity.

**Cetacean deep-sea foraging niche segregation**

For every hunt, mammalian deep divers need to access a remote foraging zone from the surface. Optimal foraging theory predicts that their foraging strategy should balance the cost of travel in such a way that net energetic return from prey patches is maximized (12). Hence, deep-diving cetaceans have evolved specialized energy- and oxygen-conserving locomotion strategies, modulating speed, fluking patterns, dive duration, and depth as a function of target prey (11).

Risso’s dolphins foraged in the top 600 m and relatively close to shore, targeting layers and patches that can show dynamic patterns in time and space, such as the DSL (6, 21). Although their foraging zone also held suitable prey species for Cuvier’s beaked whale (50% of recorded taxa), they did not capitalize on the dense DSL resources. Instead, Cuvier’s beaked whale targeted prey at greater depths, between 800 m deep in the pelagic and the bathyal seafloor. Dives either
Fig. 4. Deep-sea foraging niche differentiation in cetacean top predators. Risso’s dolphin (*G. griseus*) and Cuvier’s beaked whale (*Z. cavirostris*) depth distributions of prey capture attempts (buzzes; violin plots) show discrete foraging zones for the two cetacean predators. Both predators perform two foraging dive types targeting different zones: mesopelagic (MESO) and shallow (SH) for Risso’s dolphin and deep-wide (DW) and deep layer-restricted (DLR) into the lower meso- and bathypelagic for Cuvier’s beaked whale. Foraging zones of both predators match with the presence of diverse cephalopod prey communities (bar plots; color indicates the number of taxa that are prey for both or either predator).

Fig. 5. Cephalopod species community and depth distribution from eDNA reveal cetacean deep-sea prey spectra. (Top) Frequency of presence (percentage of sampling records) of the 39 cephalopod taxa identified from eDNA. The color indicates occurrence in the diet of both predators (black), one of the predators (dark/light gray), or not reported in the diet (white; table S5). (Bottom) Cephalopod taxon detection depth and range of occurrence (open circles, filled bar) in Risso’s dolphin (*G. griseus*, RD; light blue) and Cuvier’s beaked whale (*Z. cavirostris*, CBW; dark blue) habitat, with respective bottom depths of ~800 and ~1600 m. Dotted lines represent sampling depths (Risso’s dolphin habitat, 50 to 800 m; Cuvier’s beaked whale habitat, 200, 500, 800, and 1100 to 1600 m). Pie graphs show the percentage of cephalopod species reported in the diet of both predators, that are prey of both or either predator (top) and the percentage of taxa recorded in the foraging zones that are prey for both or either predator. Numbers indicate percentage of total taxa.
targeted relatively narrow, pelagic prey layers (layer-restricted foraging) or covered a wide foraging zone, across the pelagic, benthic boundary layer (up to 200 m from the seafloor) and bottom habitat, with individuals foraging directly at the seafloor.

The extreme diving strategy of Cuvier’s beaked whale may help avoid competition with other mammalian predators. The highly social Risso’s dolphin can benefit from long-term stable associations and large numbers for competition and social defense (28, 29). In contrast, Cuvier’s beaked whale is a cryptic flight strategist that occurs in small, likely ephemeral groups with limited capability for interspecific competition or defense (30). Whereas the shallower foraging zone of Risso’s dolphin is also accessible to many potential cetacean competitors and other marine predators, only few large predators are capable of targeting larger prey at beaked whale foraging depths (30). Extreme breath-hold dives, however, require a high calorific intake to render deep foraging effort energetically rewarding (12).

**Deep-sea predator-prey dynamics**

Energetic return from prey can be modulated from the number, volume, catchability, and calorific content of individuals targeted. In our study, Cuvier’s beaked whale, on average, targeted 7 to 21 fewer prey per hour of foraging effort than Risso’s dolphin. The combination of a larger body size and higher energetic requirements through more extreme diving predicts that Cuvier’s beaked whale targets larger or more calorific prey (31). Comparative data on calorific content of deep-sea cephalopods of different size and maturity are limited. However, five of seven shared prey families plus another four families in the diet of Cuvier’s beaked whale are known to migrate ontogenetically, including important prey such as *H. reversa* and cranchiid squids (Fig. 6) (32, 33). Many squids spend the paralarval and juvenile phase in surface waters to profit from increased primary productivity (14, 34). As part of ontogenetic migration, larger and more mature individuals descend to deeper layers for reproduction and better protection against predators (35). For example, mature females of *H. reversa* have not been captured above 800 m (36), indicating that sexual maturation of this species takes place beyond Risso’s dolphin but inside Cuvier’s beaked whale hunting zone.

Segregation of foraging niches by targeting different ontogenetic stages of deep-sea cephalopods would allow Risso’s dolphin and Cuvier’s beaked whale to feed on different life stages and sizes of the same abundant species in the region, while reducing interspecific competition. Cephalopods have only one reproductive episode before death (semelparity), leading to a relatively high gonadal investment (14, 16) and mature individuals of enhanced energetic value and volume (i.e., carrying ripe eggs). Moreover, mating and brooding squids can be compromised in their escape responses (35, 37). Whereas Risso’s dolphin foraging was predominantly pelagic, Cuvier’s beaked whale also targeted benthic habitat, suggesting beneficial and possibly enhanced foraging opportunity at and near the bathyal seafloor. Hence, given extensive overlap in diet (and prey spectra in the two predator’s foraging zones), this indicates that enhanced energetic demands from extreme deep dives may be
balanced by a prey community offering high-calorific prey, that may be easier to catch.

**eDNA elucidates deep-sea cephalopod community**

eDNA proved to be an efficient and potent technique to establish diversity and distribution of cephalopods in the deep sea, in particular using a vertically stratified approach. We detected 21 of the 83 cephalopod species that have been reported in waters around the Azores to date, plus an additional two new species for the region (*Chiroteuthis mega* and *Cyclooteuthis sirventi*) (38), as well as giant squid (*Architeuthis*; second eDNA detection worldwide (39)). Moreover, cephalopod distribution patterns were biologically meaningful. Rissos dolphin prey veined squid (*Loligo forbesii*), for example, was only detected over the island slope at relatively shallow depths (100 to 500 m), matching its known habitat, as well as depth of catches from local fisheries (33, 40). As a confirmed prey species of the Azorean population of Risso’s dolphins (41), its absence offshore may help explain the species’ preference for mesopelagic foraging over slope versus bathyal waters. Strictly deep-sea species such as *Plaiconecthia levimana* and *Chthonepoteyx sp* were only recorded at large depth (1600 m) (33). These data show that cephalopod eDNA is not a homogenous mixture as a result of currents, upwelling, or biological vectors such as whale defecation (42).

**Trophic coupling in changing oceans**

The predator-prey systems revealed here play a key ecological role in deep-sea food webs. Yet, they have thus far remained largely undocumented because of the challenging deep-sea environment and the elusive nature of both foraging whales and cephalopods. As top predators, cetaceans capture many and large cephalopods and shape the population size and structure of their prey (8). The coexisting predators have differentiated into entirely discrete foraging niches. Their foraging zones, however, are linked by common occurrence of shared cephalopod prey species, creating interdependent food web dynamics between the two systems through the processes of carbon and nutrient transport and emergent facilitation (43). The cephalopods in our study area likely perform considerable migration between depth zones and transport biomass into deeper waters through ontogenetic migration. In combination with the deposition of carcasses after terminal reproduction (44), this implies considerable fluxes of nutrients between depth zones driven by cephalopod movements (45) and predator consumption and defecation (7, 42). Combined data on deep-sea prey spectra available in cetacean target foraging zones also represent critical knowledge aiding in the understanding of marine top predator foraging performance and how this may change under disturbance settings. Absence of knowledge on prey communities has been identified as a limiting factor in the understanding of population-level effects of predator behavioral responses causing impeded foraging, particularly for beaked whales, which are highly sensitive to disturbance from anthropogenic noise (46, 47).

Unravelling the specifics and magnitude of predation coupled with prey distributions and population composition is pivotal for an integrative understanding of the food webs and carbon budgets of deep-sea waters, which cannot directly benefit from nutrient input through primary production. The combination of methodologies pioneered here can be transferred to other predator-prey systems, thus creating major opportunity for the advancement of our knowledge of open-ocean and deep-sea food web processes.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Foraging habitat**

Annual field effort was conducted off Terceira Island (Azores, Portugal), between May and August 2013 to 2019 (Fig. 2). Shore- and vessel-based observations were conducted to record the locations of Cuvier’s beaked whale groups and Risso’s dolphin foraging dives. Risso’s dolphin daytime foraging dive starts are energetic and can be identified from visual observation at the surface. Cuvier’s beaked whales forage throughout the 24-hour day whereby foraging dives are alternated with short series of non-foraging dives (Fig. 3) with limited movement between consecutive surfacing locations (i.e., typically <2 km off Terceira Island; Fig. 2).

Observations were conducted from shore-based lookouts elevated at 65 m or higher above sea level or from the research vessel and comprised (i) standardized surveys, recording all groups present and their location, and (ii) focal observations, tracking one group to record location and behavior following a standardized protocol (48). We recorded all foraging dive starts (Risso’s dolphin) and surfacing or dive locations (Cuvier’s beaked whale). Location was recorded using a theodolite linked to a computer running visual tracking software, VADAR (shore based) (49), or using a handheld GPS (vessel based). Area bathymetry and bottom depth was derived from EMODnet bathymetry data (50) and matched to sighting and dive locations using QGIS (51).

**Foraging zones and diet**

To identify foraging zone depths, dive and acoustic data were collected from individuals instrumented with noninvasive, high-resolution digital acoustic recording tags [Dtag version 3; 240-kHz sound, 200-Hz accelerometer, magnetometer, and pressure sensor (24)]. Dtags were attached to the dorsal area of individuals using suction cups, with a 6- to 8-m-long hand-held pole. Risso’s dolphin and Cuvier’s beaked whale forage using sound. They detect and track prey by emission of echolocation click series (biosonar) (10). Following the dive start, individuals initiate the search phase, emitting broadband click series at regular intervals [interclick interval (ICI); e.g., ICI mean = 143 ms for Risso’s dolphin (52)]. Upon selection and close approach of a suitable prey item, the click train transitions into a discrete, rapid click series at lower amplitude termed “buzz” (mean ICI = 3.6 ms for Risso’s dolphin), indicating a prey capture attempt (10, 52). Buzzes therefore form accurate indicators of foraging effort and presence of prey. In combination with the dive profile, buzzes were used to define (i) foraging dives (all dives deeper than 20 m with one or more buzz) and (ii) foraging zones (range of buzz depths). The timing of the start and end of echolocation click series and foraging buzzes of the tagged animals were obtained manually through customized auditing scripts from the DTAG toolbox (soundtags.st-andrews.ac.uk) using MATLAB 2014b (MathWorks, MA, USA). Tagged whale clicks can be readily distinguished from clicks produced by nearby conspecifics by their fairly consistent angle of arrival on the two tag hydrophones and the existence of artificial low-frequency energy (<15 kHz), which is absent in clicks produced by conspecifics (53).

The presence of differential dive types in both species was assessed using HMM [package momentuHMM using R (54, 55)]. HMM models classifying foraging dives were run for one to four states, with the two covariates maximum dive depth and SD of within-dive buzz depth (proxy for width of the foraging zone). Parameters improving model fit were retained in the final fitted models. The model...
with the lowest value of the Akaike information criterion was selected as the best model.

For Cuvier’s beaked whale, we analyzed the closest distance to the bottom for each foraging dive from the echoes of clicks emitted by the tagged whale, which were recorded on the tag (because of physical properties of Risso’s dolphin, returning click-echoes are likely blocked by the melon and rarely recorded on the tag). We used customized scripts from the DTAG toolbox to visualize the echogram, composed of a window of 50 consecutive clicks with all returning echoes up to 0.6 s (mean click train ICI; using MATLAB 2014b). Echoes originating from the seafloor are reverberant and stronger than from objects passing by in the water column (56). The ICI to the next click defines the maximum time window for a returning echo detection and thus closest distance at which the seafloor can be detected, in this case 450 m. The moment of closest proximity to the seafloor was recorded for every dive with clear echo patterns from visual inspection of the echogram. The distance to the seafloor was calculated using the time delay between the produced click and its returning echo [two-way travel time (TWT)] as follows: sound speed in water \( \times \) TWT/2. This represents maximum closest distance to the seafloor as the angle at which the seafloor is hit by the echolocation beam (and thus distance of travel) will depend on the orientation of the individual with respect to the seafloor.

To test whether Risso’s dolphin and Cuvier’s beaked whale foraging zones held differential prey spectra, we performed a random forest (RF) classification (57). The RF model was set up to aim to discriminate between sampling records originating from the Risso’s dolphin \((n = 28; 50 \text{ to } 600 \text{ m})\) or Cuvier’s beaked whale \((n = 10; 900 \text{ to } 1600 \text{ m})\) foraging zone. The RF model was run using 1000 trees, with random selection of 20 predictor variables (taxa) at each node and using a subsample of two-thirds of the dataset. Model selection was performed by running the full model without the variable with the lowest variable importance. Diet data were derived from the literature, extracting all taxa occurring in the diet of Risso’s dolphin and Cuvier’s beaked whale in comparable regions (North Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean Sea).

deDNA sample collection, filtration, and extraction
deDNA was sampled centrally in the foraging habitats of Risso’s dolphin \((n = 4)\) and Cuvier’s beaked whale \((n = 2)\; (\text{Fig. 1 and table S3})\) at maximum bottom depths of 922 and 1600 m, respectively. Sampling was conducted from the RV *Pelagia* in July 2018, overlapping the annual period of tag data collection. At each station, water was collected using Niskin bottles mounted on a CTD rosette (24 × 12-liter bottles) at seven or eight specific depths, in biological triplicates, resulting in a total of 144 discrete water collections. Water was immediately transferred from the Niskin bottles to 2-liter sterile single-packed urine bags and stored at 4°C. Water was then filtered through 0.22-μm Sterivex-GP filters (Merck Millipore) using sterile 60-ml syringes. The Sterivex filters were stored in −80°C until further processing. DNA was extracted from the filters using the QIAGEN DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (modified protocol). DNA extracts were quantified using a Qubit fluorometer and the Qubit dsDNA BR Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and stored at −20°C. To identify potential contaminations, filtration negative controls (Milli-Q), DNA extraction negative controls (using elution buffer from the extraction kit) and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) negative controls (PCR water instead of DNA extract) were included. Detailed description of all our procedures, including reduction of contamination risks, is provided in Supplementary Methods.

**Library preparation and sequencing**

Two universal cephalopod primer sets were applied. The first primer set targeted the nuclear 18S rRNA gene yielding an amplicon of 140 to 190 base pairs (bp) (Ceph18S_forward CGCGGCGTACATTTAGAC and Ceph18S_reverse, GACTTAAACCACGGTTCGAC) (58). The second primer set targets the mitochondrial 16S rRNA gene yielding an amplicon of 212 to 244 bp [CephMLS_forward, TGGCGGTAT-TWTAACGTGACT and CephMLS_reverse, TTATCCCTTTRATCACCC] (59). For PCR amplification, a two-step PCR protocol was used. The first PCR amplified the cephalopod DNA sequences present in the sample with the universal primer sets mentioned above including a sequencing tail, and the second PCR attached a unique indexing primer combination to every PCR product of each sample to be able to pool the samples. PCRs were carried out in duplicate for every biological replicate (resulting in six replicates per site and depth). On every 96-well plate, one negative control and three positive controls were added in duplicate. The first PCR had a total volume of 20 μl and included 7 μl of PCR-grade water, 4 μl of 5× KAPA HiFi Buffer (Roche), 0.6 μl of 10 mM dexamynucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs; Roche), 1 μl of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 1 μl each of the 10 μM forward and reverse primers, 0.4 μl of KAPA HiFi polymerase (5 U/μl; Roche), and 5 μl of the DNA extract. The PCR program started with an initial denaturing step at 95°C for 5 min, 35 cycles of 98°C for 20 s, annealing temperature of primer for 15 s (62°C for 18S and 55°C for 16S), 72°C for 1 min, and a final extension step of 72°C for 10 min. Fragment sizes were verified on a 2% agarose gel stained with GelRed (Biotium). The PCR product of the first PCR was diluted 1:100 and used as a template for the second PCR. During the second PCR, a unique indexing primer combination was used for every sample. The second PCR was performed in 10-μl volumes of 1 μl of PCR-grade water, 2 μl of 5× KAPA HiFi Buffer (Roche), 0.3 μl of 10 mM dNTPs (Roche), 0.5 μl of DMSO, 0.2 μl of KAPA HiFi polymerase (5 U/μl; Roche), 0.5 μl of a reverse and forward indexing primer, and 5 μl of template.

The PCR products were pooled to equimolar concentrations according to the DNA concentrations measured using a Qubit fluorometer. This resulted in two libraries, one for each primer set. The fragment size of the libraries was validated on 2% agarose gel and stained with GelRed; the correct bands were cut out and purified using the Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery Kit (Zymo Research) following the manufacturer’s protocol. The library pool was quantified with the Qubit dsDNA HS Assay Kit (Molecular Probes, Life Technologies). Insert size distribution was determined with the 4200 Tapestation D5000 ScreenTape (Agilent). The working solution was diluted to 2 nM, and loading solution was prepared according to protocol. The library pools were loaded with 8 pM and 20% PhiX spike-in to increase diversity. Sequencing was done on the Illumina MiSeq with the MiSeq Reagent Kit v3 (600 cycles).

**Cephalopod reference database**

To complement public databases for the targeted mitochondrial 16S rRNA and nuclear 18S rRNA gene, additional cephalopod reference tissue samples, collected during WH383 on RV *Walther Herwig III*, were barcoded. For the nuclear 18S rRNA gene, the sequences barcoded in (58) were used. For Sanger sequencing of the mitochondrial 16S rRNA gene, the same DNA extracts were used as for the 18S
rRNA gene, resulting in 33 successful cephalopod voucher sequences, including 32 different species and 15 different families. Tissue samples had been stored in 70% ethanol at –20°C. DNA was extracted using QIAGEN DNeasy Blood and Tissue following the manufacturer’s protocol. PCRs were performed with the CephMLS primer sets used for metabarcoding. Forward and reverse strand sequencing of the PCR products was performed using the Sanger Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems). Primers and low-quality ends were trimmed from the sequences, checked manually, edited, and assembled using CodonCode Aligner (version 3.7.1).

These sequences were added to the public sequence databases used for training IDTAXA that were based on the MIDORI (163) and SILVA (185) databases (60), which were updated with sequences retrieved from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) GenBank database in June 2020. Briefly, the taxonomic information of sequences contained in the MIDORI (version 20180221 unique) and SILVA (version SILVA_138_SSRef_NR99) databases was updated to reflect the taxonomy assigned by NCBI as of June 2020. Cephalopod sequences were extracted from the databases and used as input for the “eukref_gbretrieve.py” program from the EukRef project (https://unieuk.org/) to recursively query GenBank until no new sequences were retrieved. This resulted in a total of 2116 and 169 sequences representing 144 and 81 genera for 16S and 18S, respectively. These cephalopod sequences were then merged with the full MIDORI or SILVA databases by removing duplicates, and these databases used to generate two IDTAXA training sets for 16S and 18S.

**Bioinformatic analysis**

After sequencing, the sequences were demultiplexed and sorted by sample without indexing primer. The primer sequences were removed using cutadapt (version 1.18). Untrimmed sequences were discarded, and the maximum accepted error rate was set to 0.1. Allowed errors are mismatches, insertions, or deletions. The pipeline used for data analysis is summarized in Supplementary Methods. The sequencing analysis was conducted with the Divisive Amplicon Denoising Algorithm with an implemented quality-aware model of Illumina amplicon errors (DADA2, version 1.15.0), an R package that corrects for amplicon errors without constructing operational taxonomic units, in RStudio version 1.1.463 (54, 61). Forward and reverse reads were truncated after a quality score \( \leq 2 \) and merged with at least 80-bp overlap. Only merged sequences ranging from 150 to 300 bps for CephMLS and 80 to 215 bps for Cepheus were retained (table S7). The taxonomic assignment of the environmental samples and all controls against the training set was performed by IDTAXA with the R package DECIPHER version 2.6.0. IDTAXA was used because it combines features of phylogenetic, distance-based, and machine learning classification methods, which is especially suitable for incomplete training sets and has been shown to have higher accuracy than popular classifiers (62). The confidence threshold for accepting a classification was set to 60%, providing a conservative classification with relatively low mis- and overclassifications. In addition, the BLAST classifier was applied, which assigns a sequence based on its nearest neighbor in a training set.
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Fieldwork was conducted under scientific permits issued by the Direção Regional dos Assuntos do Mar, Secretaria Regional do Mar, Ciência e Tecnologia (Regional Directorate for Science and Technology). Access and Benefit Sharing (ABS) Regulation: Portugal is party to the Nagoya Protocol but does not regulate access to genetic resources. The ABS regulations of the Autonomous Region of the Azores were followed by obtaining the required declaration of conformity, establishing informed consent for the collection and export of biological material from the Direção Regional da Ciência e Tecnologia. Cabo Verde (where some reference tissue samples were collected) has not ratified the Nagoya protocol. To fulfill the national ABS regulations of Cabo Verde, we obtained the required permit for the publication of results based on samples collected in Cabo Verde waters from the Direcção Nacional do Ambiente (National Directorate for the Environment of Cabo Verde).
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